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A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/6_rpbsyq4eY

Buy online, shop in store, delivery to your home from, Kay, Zales, Jared and Banter by

Piercing Pagoda

Jewelry will be at the top of many holiday shopping lists as the gift that gives year-round. If you

are thinking about giving the gift of jewelry you might be wondering, where do you start, what are

the hottest trends, what is the gift that she is sure to love and how do I stay in the know and get

the best value and style?

On December 14 , Anna De Souza – Beauty & Lifestyle Expert Journalist, conducted a nationwide

media tour discussing holiday jewelry trends that will turn heads as well as offer product
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demonstrations.

Unlike many other retailers struggling with inventory challenges, this season's most desired jewelry

styles are in stock and ready to gift at Kay, Zales, Jared and Banter by Piercing Pagoda. You can

get your gold and diamond gifts fast by shopping in store, with buy online and pick up at your

local store or getting Same Day Delivery service to your home in select areas! You can also

connect live with their Jewelry Experts in person or virtually and they'll help you find the perfect

gift, but I hope I can help with that today, too!

Top trends that Anna discussed included:

The best gift to give HIM this holiday:

Men’s jewelry is really hot right now, everything from statement watches like a Tag Heuer watch

from Jared, to gold chains and diamond link bracelets from KAY and diamond studs from Banter

by Piercing Pagoda that sit a little higher on the ear, really a thoughtful piece that makes a major

statement.

 

Diamond necklaces and earrings always make great gifts

Look for beautiful necklaces you can stack shorter and longer. You always need some classic

bling and a sapphire choker from Zales and sparkling diamond tennis necklace from Jared

definitely do this nicely!

Hoops are a HOT trend too! Yellow gold hoops are versatile and amust have, always a great

place to start gifting with these styles from KAY. And for a romantic gift she’s sure to love, newest

take on the hoop with a Vera Wang multi-hoop style from Zales.

Shopping for diamonds for either anniversary or commitment jewelry:

For a twist on a classic anniversary band, this Monique Lhuillier Bliss ring at KAY with round and

pear-shaped diamonds. And keeping with the layering trend of the year, stacking multiple delicate

and bold rings of different colors of metal really creates a gorgeous statement, and of course, you

can also elevate your engagement ring with Jared’s lab-created diamonds, it ’s a modern approach

to classic jewelry! The Forever Connected necklace is also a must have with two touching center

diamonds symbolizing those forever connected by love and is a gorgeous gift for her from KAY!

For more information, go online or visit your local jewelry store by Kay, Zales, Jared and Banter by

Piercing Pagoda.
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